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Overview
Gartner Research VP Matt Cain recently developed a Cloud Email Readiness Assessment Toolkit for Gartner clients. The Toolkit
contains a quiz-type exercise that helps organizations objectively determine their readiness to move email to the cloud. The
results of the exercise also highlight some of the potential challenges that enterprises may face when moving email to the cloud.
Gartner clients can download the Toolkit here.
Sendmail has been helping Fortune 1000 businesses overcome these challenges for some time and has written this Toolkit
Companion Guide to help companies increase their cloud email readiness. This companion guide drills down into detail on some
of the key areas that are highlighted in the Gartner Toolkit and is intended to bring to light potential challenges your organization
may face when moving email to the cloud.

Additional Toolkit Questions and Analysis
Table 1

Gartner Toolkit Tab: Infrastructure and Ops: Question Number 9, Routing Complexity
How many different domains in your company accept email?
Assumption: the more domains you manage, the more complex and less cloud-friendly your environment is

Do you have routing rules based on identity instead of domain? (routing certain departments differently than others, routing based
on full address instead of just domain, routing to multiple destinations for some users, etc.)
Assumption: this is difficult to manage in the cloud without on-premises infrastructure

Do different domains have different rules? (disclaimers, destinations, address rewriting, etc.)
Assumption: domain-based rules add complexity at every level

Does recipient information exist in multiple source directories?
Assumption: cloud service providers do not handle multiple source directories

Do you have email generating applications and email receiving applications?
Assumption: routing email for machines and applications have different implications than routing user email

Do you have TLS relationships with outside organizations?
Assumption: maintaining those relationships—either by bypassing the cloud service provider or by connecting the partner to the cloud provider—is
potentially difficult and time consuming

Do you use dedicated tunnels or secure email gateway-to-gateway services to reach partners?
Assumption: maintaining those relationships—either by bypassing the cloud service provider or by connecting the partner to the cloud provider—is
potentially difficult, time consuming, or even impossible

Do you require policy based encryption?
Assumption: encryption is not a default cloud service option and features are limited

Do you have mandatory archiving requirements?
Assumption: archiving is not a default cloud service option and capabilities are often limited especially for regulatory compliance purposes

Do you “journal” certain accounts as required by the legal department?
Assumption: journaling is either not supported, limited, or very expensive
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Table 2

Gartner Toolkit Tab: Infrastructure and Ops: Question Number 11, ApplicationApplication
Integration
Mailers

Exchange

Client-Initiated/Supported
Operations
App Mail
Backbone

Are there customized templates and/or processesCorporate
embedded into email clients?
Mail
Assumption: templates may not be supported with the
cloud email system
Backbone
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Does an individual client have the need to support multiple discreet email domains/profiles sourced from a single mailbox?
Assumption: the cloud security model may not allow this type of configuration
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Do
you have mission critical applications
with workflow and approval actions driven by the client application?
Application
Exchange
Assumption:
Mailers workflow and approval actions may require additional development efforts to work in the cloud

Machine-Initiated/Supported Operations
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Are there customized policies to route machine
generated email to specific
servers based on address and/or domain?
Assumption: cloud email may not support this type of routing and it may not make sense for these types of messages to leave the premises
Internal Networks

Do your internal email generating systems require an open-relay?
Assumption: cloud email solutions typically restrict the number of internal systems allowed to connect for relaying email
Do any of the messages generated by machines or applications require address rewriting based upon domain or specific policies?
Assumption: the cloud email solution may not allow for address rewriting
Do any of your applications support “charge-back” per message sent or by customized routing?
Assumption: the cloud email solution may not support tracking and routing of messages for charge-back purposes
Are all of the email generating systems and applications in your company known?
Assumption: processes may need to be put in place to register application addresses within the directory in order for them to send and/or receive email
within the cloud environment
Are there latency and timeout issues for application servers communicating with remote servers via existing network infrastructure?
Assumption: in a cloud environment, latency issues will be exasperated
Are there internal applications that only route messages to other on-premises applications or systems?
Assumption: for a number of security and efficiency reasons, it may not make sense for applications to route messages round trip from on-premises, to the
cloud, and back
Can the email generating applications or machines integrate well into a remote infrastructure? Do they handle MX records and fall back properly?
Assumption: the cloud email infrastructure may not support integration and server fall back requirements of some on-premises applications and machines

Table 3

Gartner Toolkit Tab: Operational Metrics
Does account provisioning and address book visibility to the client need to fall within a certain period of time? (< 4 hours, <8 hours, <24 hours)
Assumption: cloud email systems may not be able to guarantee provisioning goals that meet your requirements
Do processes such as Distribution List management need to be modified?
Assumption: cloud solutions may rely on read-only directory data and managing this data from within the email client will no longer be feasible
Will existing policies regarding lifecycle management remain intact without need for modification?
Assumption: maintaining the most up to date information is key to a successful messaging environment
Are updates within cloud environments discussed with you prior to implementation? Who makes final call as to whether or not they occur?
Assumption: most organizations adhere to some level of change control to make sure anyone using the service is not impacted by impending changes—
cloud services may not offer an open review process prior to making updates to their service which could negatively impact downstream services
Are your operational metrics beyond the limits of the cloud provider’s base offering?
• User mail (i.e., human to human interaction) is better for the cloud vs. application mail (machine generated)
• Mail volume (bandwidth, costs, storage quotas, etc)
• Number of recipients per message (Office 365 limits at 400)
• Number of recipients per sender (Office 365 limits at 1500 recipients per day)
• Number of messages per minute (Office 365 limits at 30 message per minute)
• Message size (Office 365 limits to 25M and for distribution lists, 2M)
• Size of distribution lists (Office 365 introduces delays on list > 5000 recipients)
• Number of transport (policy, routing) rules needed (Office 365 limits at 100)
Source: Office365 Limits as defined by Microsoft in http://help.outlook.com/en-us/140/dd630704.aspx

Other considerations
Do you currently outsource any portion of your messaging support?
Assumption: outsourced service organizations may not easily integrate into the cloud providers support model and vice versa
Is the network infrastructure in place to support a centralized cloud messaging environment?
Assumption: There are several configuration components – from limited points of contact to the cloud to bandwidth issues and more that can be very expensive to retrofit into the network architecture. Is it economically feasible to change your organization’s network to meet the requirements of a cloud provider?
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Conclusion

About Sendmail

Before embarking on a messaging infrastructure modernization
App Mail
project, Sendmail
Backbone recommends conducting an comprehensive
Corporate
messaging architecture review. Sendmail’s Messaging
Mail Architect’s
conduct dozens of reviews each year and each Backbone
architecture report
includes a complete analysis of the existing infrastructure based on
information described in the Gartner toolkit, this companion guide,
andApplication
much more. To learn how Exchange
Sendmail can improve your email
Mailers
cloud readiness and to learn more about Sendmail’s Messaging
Architecture Review program go to http://sendmail.com/ArchReIMAP Store review go to
view. To see an ebook version of a recent architecture
http://www.sendmail.com/MAR.

Mailers platform consisting
Sendmail provides a message processing
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of appliances, applications and services, architected to enable
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SMD Master messaging infrastructure with an intelenterprises to modernize

ligent email backbone for policy-based message routing and
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managing system generated communications between groupware
systems, deployed on-premise or in the cloud, and the Internet.
Since 1982, thousands of enterprises around the world have relied
on Sendmail open source and the award winning Sentrion hard
virtual
AD and
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appliances, with
optional plug-in messaging applica-

tions from the Sentrion Application Store for gateway management,
inbound threat protection, outbound data leak security, full
message content scanning for regulatory compliance, and
critical customer communications.
The award-winning Sentrion Message Processors provide enterprises with a core messaging platform available in hard appliance,
and a virtual appliance that can be customized with add-on
applications available from the Sentrion Application Store. Sentrion
Message Processors and applications address the challenges of
gateway management, inbound threat protection, outbound data
leak prevention, full email content scanning for regulatory
compliance, and intra-company message management all on a
single, yet powerful, messaging infrastructure platform. Sendmail
is headquartered in Emeryville, CA with sales and support offices
throughout the Americas, Europe, and Asia.
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